EXCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGY FOR POOL REFURBISHMENT
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RENOVACTION ,
NEW TECHNOLOGIES
TO EXCEED CONCRETE

RenovAction is the patented and exclusive technology by Myrtha Pools, specifically
developed for swimming pool renovation, and the refurbishment of existing public,
commercial, leisure and competitive pools. Myrtha offers more technical solutions
and a degree of finish with no industry equals. The process is based on Myrtha technology, simply the most advanced technology in the swimming pool industry. RenovAction uses the same technology as Myrtha, which is a pre-engineered modular system
based on the use of laminated stainless steel panels and buttress system.
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THE REFURBISHMENTS
RenovAction is the ideal solution to solve all the
problems that often arise in concrete, gunite, or
shotcrete pools in operation for a long period of
time. In many cases, refurbishment of the structure
is necessary. With RenovAction, we can meet or
exceed all the different types of technologies and
requirements offered around the world

Renovation
for planning requirements

Renovation
for structural problems

Many obsolete and older installations require a total renovation from the
original design. With RenovAction the design can be broadened, or changed
to meet today’s design standards. There are many reasons why:

Traditional pools, including reinforced concrete, gunite and shotcrete, over
time develop structural problems that require significant maintenance and
interventions, resulting in substantial investment. Frequently, maintenance is
required due to the ground settling over time, which often results in breaking
of pipes, damage to tiles and the failure of the structure being water-tight!

1- Many installations do not meet current health code regulations and therefore
require necessary adjustments and corrections.
2- In other cases, refurbishment can be achieved by the owners in order to
meet new design criteria even if the change is radical in nature. Recently, many
competitive pools have been upgraded, and leisure components have been
added to included freeform sections, lazy rivers, water play equipment and
areas with hydro-massage and special equipment.
3- Finally another reason that many owners are driven to upgrade their facilities,
is the necessity to change the filtration equipment and technology from a
skimmer system to an overflow gutter technology.
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WHY RENOVACTION?

Minimum interventions, Renovation
zero demolitions
quickness

Fixed
costs

Long life,
extensive guarantee

The refurbishment with RenovAction does
not require destructive interventions on
the structure. This is a remarkable saving
on the installation times and on the costs.
The internal surface of the original pool
stays unchanged, only the accessories on
the wall or on the floor are replaced.

RenovAction reduces, at the maximum, the
renovation and running costs of the pool.
This does not even include all the further
finish and maintenance cost required by
traditional reinforced concrete, shotcrete
and gunite pools. Also, because the
installation time is very short, the risk of
cost overruns is significantly reduced.

Swimming pools refurbished using
RenovAction technology have a virtually
unlimited life, thanks to the structural
integrity and proven characteristics of
the materials used, and to the advanced
technological features of a modular system.
This is why RenovAction can confidently
warrant its pools for many years

The renovation of a reinforced concrete,
tiled, shotcrete or gunite pool requires
a long time for the preparation and the
sedimentation of the adhesives, of the
mortars, plaster and of the waterproofing
materials. RenovAction system is rapid
and essential in the installation stages,
without pool preparation times or use of
building equipments. This way it avoids the
protracted closing of the pool.
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Realizations
in difficult conditions

Adaptability in
every situation

Low maintenance,
easy to care for

Seismic activities, unstable or expansive
soil conditions, or wide temperature swings
damage traditional concrete, shotcrete,
or gunite pools. RenovAction, seismic and
flexible, ensures maximum reliability in all
of these cases: it is the ideal system for pools
that have suffered structural damages, in
earthquake zones like New Zealand, Japan
and the United States.

RenovAction allows the refurbishment of
pools in very special environments. On high
floors of buildings, or in reduced spaces:
the construction of RenovAction does not
require the use of cranes, as the materials
are light and easily transportable. It is also
possible to refurbish pools in small spaces
with little change to their dimensions,
thanks to the ability to adjust the distances
behind the panels.

Unlike traditional construction, RenovAction
pools do not require a significant
maintenance schedule. Sturdy, built to last,
and not subject to dimensional variations. A
RenovAction structure will not suffer cracks,
or be susceptible to leaks, and is not affected
by the aggressive action of chlorinated pool
water.
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THE MATERIALS
RenovAction, the same way as Myrtha, uses superior
materials that are specifically designed for swimming
pool use: stainless steel, PVC, ceramic and mosaic tiles.
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STAINLESS STEEL

The specification of the stainless steel used in a
RenovAction pool guarantees extremely long life
to the structure regardless of the presence of highly
aggressive soils or high water-tables. RenovAction
uses exclusive components bolted one to another,
eliminating welding of the panels, which is subject to
more corrosion.
Stainless steel ensures maximum mechanical strength
of the panels, buttresses and all the other elements
that form the structure of the swimming pool.

PVC

Perfect waterproofing is ensured by the unique process of bonding PVC to
the Myrtha steel panels. A hard PVC membrane is hot laminated to the steel
in the manufacturing process, whereas a reinforced membrane is used on
the floor of the pool in order to follow the contours of the concrete subsurface.

CERAMIC AND MOSAIC
For high-level aesthetic finishes, RenovAction technology uses ceramic klinker and a series of
special vitreous mosaics, that matched with the range of colours of the PVC allow to personalize
every pool according to the environment.
Unlike traditional concrete installations, in a RenovAction pool the ceramic klinker tiles are
used exclusively to cover the upper part of the panels and the edge and quality of the adhesive
materials used, largely limits the occurrence of problems such as the detaching of the tiles from
the walls and from the floor.
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THE PROCESS

The RenovAction process may include the walls, the floor covering, and the overflow gutter separately or in combination, depending upon the scope of the project.
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In 1997 Almaty, ex-capital of Kazakhstan, was
chosen to host the Central Asia Games. At the
time, however, the swimming facilities of the local
sports centre, that date back to 1960, had been
closed for a long time for the impossibility to make
them work, despite of repeated interventions to fix
them. The works of rehabilitation of the facilities
were committed to Myrtha Pools that, in only 35
days, provided for the total renovation of the external 50m pool for competitions, the indoor 25 m
and the outdoor diving pool.

CLEANING STATION

STEAM OVEN
to eliminate solvent

VACUUM CHAMBER for
Polymerization primer spraying

OVEN for quick
temperature raising

Peeble protective film
for the construction site

QUICK COOLING PROCESS
CALANDERING OF “Hard Bond” PVC
onto the hot steel

Application of
protective film

“Hard Bond” PVC
Stainless Steel plate

The industrial lamination process
The walls are modular panels of Myrtha stainless steel which is laminated on the inner swimming pool face with
a hard PVC surface. The lamination process permanently bonds the PVC to the steel at high temperature, forming
a unique product which may be mechanically processed and bent in excess of 180° to form the panels without
any effect on the integrity of the PVC membrane.

Lamination

Punching
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Bending

THE INSTALLATION
PROCESS

RenovAction installation process is simple and fast,
without the possibility of mistakes or slowdowns in the
renovation works.
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Installation of
the wall panels

Pict. 1

The existing surface of the pool is normally left untouched. Clamps, also
manufactured with the same Myrtha stainless steel as the panels, are
fixed to the pool wall. Clamps may be recessed into the wall, should it
be critical to maintain the dimension of the existing pool. The recessed
clamps are often required when the pool has to meet the rules for
competitions (Pict. 1)
Then the wall panels are inserted (Pict. 2).
The installation of a pool with RenovAction method always starts from
the corners. To cover the corners of the walls a special corner piece is
used.

Pict. 2
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Installation of
the overflow gutter
Myrtha has developed a patented system to install an overflow
gutter. It may be installed working on the existing deck; no need of
working from “underneath” to install it. The gutter is manufactured
with the same Myrtha stainless steel as the panels and therefore,
once the special Myrtha sealant is applied, it forms a continuous
waterproofed surface. This is the unsurpassed advantage of the
Myrtha RenovAction system in comparison with any other method
of resurfacing a swimming pool. There are many choices in the
options of overflow gutters, with aesthetics that may satisfy even
the most demanding and discriminating customer.

The floor is covered
with reinforced
PVC membrane
The floor is lined with a special reinforced PVC membrane type
Alkor 2000, which can be laid on a concrete floor. It has been used
for over 30 years as a swimming pool waterproofing material:
smooth but not slippery, resistant to icing and temperature up to
40°C or 104F. It is welded on site by means of hot air and it may
follow an extensive range of shapes and profiles (stairs, recessed
corners, etc.).
The joints between walls and floor have a double safety feature:
the floor membrane is welded first to the Myrtha wall panel and
a PVC corner profile is then superimposed and is welded both to
the wall and the floor. A Myrtha floor can be easily marked with
racing lanes or safety markings using black PVC membrane or
special purpose mosaic tiles.
The special Soft Walk™ matting has been developed by Myrtha
to attain a smooth support surface for the membrane, while at
the same time allowing sub surface drainage.
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Waterproofing
of the structure
Once the installation of the wall panels has been completed
on all the pool, we initiate waterproofing of the structure
with a combination of PVC semi-rigid sections and a special
Myrtha sealing that are applied on the joints of the wall
panels, guaranteeing a perfect weld on the entire surface.
The same colour liquid PVC is spread like silicone into the
joint and it dries in a few minutes forming a hard surface
and same consistency of the lamination on the panel.

The ceramic tiles
on the overflow gutter
After the pool has been completely sealed and the overflow gutter
installed, the ceramic tiles are applied onto the Myrtha surface.
Gluing tile on a Myrtha stainless steel surface is much easier and
safer that on concrete. As there is no possibility of water seepage
from behind the tile, the traditional problem of poor long term
adhesion is therefore eliminated.
The spaces between the tiles are sealed with special epoxy
materials that guarantee a perfectly smooth and very long lasting
finish.
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INDIVIDUAL
SOLUTIONS
Fitting spacers
In some cases, the original walls of traditional
pools to be renovated may show cracks
or unevenness, which could compromise
the precision of the installation of the
panels. RenovAction addresses the problem
thanks to the use of special high density
foam spacers, that are glued between the
concrete wall and the panel. Once fixed,
the spacers are trimmed off with accuracy
thanks to the use of a high temperature
electric cable. The number of the spacers
may vary according to the panels and the
unevenness of the walls.
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Case A
As per the project requirements, the new gutter section can be positioned
by partial removal of the existing concrete gutter creating a recess for the
placement and fixing of the Myrtha gutter. This solution does not cater for
changes in the levels of the surrounding floor/pool deck (Pict. 01).

Pict. 01

Pict. 01 Installation in the cut overflow gutter.
Pict. 02 Installation in the existing overflow gutter.

The overflow gutter

Case B
Alternatively, the gutter can be positioned
directly onto pool deck, without any
demolition/removal of the pre-existing
concrete structure (Pict. 02). However in this
case, it becomes necessary to adjust the pool
deck level at the back of the gutter, by placing
a hob or step section in place behind the new
Myrtha Renovaction gutter.
The resultant increase in pool depth, allows
for a comprehensive renovation of the water
circulation system, as there is enough space to
install pipes and fittings necessary for return
floor inlets, thus avoiding having to excavate
to access the old pipes.

Pict. 02
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Portholes and windowed walls
In the case of competition facilities originally equipped
with portholes or windowed walls, RenovAction
technology gives the possibility to maintain the same
accessories also in the new project. In these cases
the RenovAction panels are positioned in the original
openings in the wall. Portholes and windows for the
underwater shootings are installed on the panels with
a special flange system.

The recirculation systems
The new pipes are dipped in a 20 cm bed of gravel,
covered in its turn by a light layer of concrete,
smoothed and lined with the floor PVC, to guarantee
its water tightness. This operation allows remarkable
improvement in distribution of water in the pool
passing from obsolete recirculation systems to the
distribution from the floor with a sufficient number of
inlet fittings.
Alternatively, according to the environment of the
installation, advanced side recirculation systems can
be used, that allow a distribution equivalent to the
floor recirculation. One of these systems is for example
the original Strahlenturbulenz German patent. It is a
system of wall inlets, arranged alternately on the long
sides of the pool. The inlets produce two powerful
stream flows that allow a quick and total recirculation
of the water in the pool, without leaving dead zones.
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Staircases and recessed steps
RenovAction guarantees the maximum adaptability to planning
requirements in the case of recessed staircases and built-in steps, which
are more in demand in most large facilities, both for competition and
for communities. In the case of RenovAction recessed ladders, they
are structured inside a panel that is installed exactly like the other
panels: it will be enough to create in the existing wall of the pool, in
correspondence with the ladder, a minimum lodgement for the
projection of the steps towards the internal wall.
Like in the case of the safety recessed ledge, RenovAction panels can
be directly supplied with the recessed step, installed inside the existing
pool. It can be installed on one side as well as the entire perimeter of
the pool.

SoftWalk® mattress
The special Softwalk surface consists of a soft closed-cell foam mattress
which is positioned on the bottom of the pool, underneath the PVC
covering, and makes movement in the water more comfortable and
safe. It does not deform in any way and maintains its elasticity over the
years.
Combined with the non-slip bottom covering, it is the ideal solution for
obtaining greater safety in the pool. When fitted on the entrance steps,
under whirlpool jets or in shallow water areas, it is also an excellent
supporting surface for relaxing in outstretched position.
SoftWalk is ideal for pools that have multi-purpose use with shallow
water activity and for shallow water pools with toys and/or with beach
entry.
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VARIATIONS
AND FINISHES

RenovAction technology was developed to provide a long lasting, low maintenance
pool that is easy to install, highly functional, but still maintaining the possibility of a
wide range of quality finishes. Only the best materials are used for this purpose (mosaics,
klinker, stone finishes, etc). Myrtha has an exceptionally wide range of standard finishes,
from the traditional skimmers structure, to the most modern overflow system. It is also
possible to combine the various options within the same project, or design to suit.
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CERAMIC OVERFLOW
The overflow gutter is the ideal solution to ensure a constant water
circulation. The finish of the gutter in RenovAction technology can
be realized with special ceramic tiles, that ensure a perfect overflow
level and an elegant design of the pool. Alternatively, materials for
personalized finishes such as mosaics, glass or natural stones can be
used.

SKIMMER CERAMIC
RenovAction technology provides for ceramic or glass finishes also in
the situations when it is necessary to use a vertical wall higher than
the water level. These type of finishes, besides enhancing the upper
part of the pool, simplify at maximum its cleaning.

CERAMIC HEADWALL
The headwall, 30 cm higher than the water level, is
provided for by F.I.N.A. regulations for competition
pools that do not incorporate an overflow gutter on
all four sides. Also in this case, it is possible to choose
a special ceramic finish.
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SYSTEMS,
SOLUTIONS,
ACCESSORIES

A precise installation is imperative in the construction of competition
pools. That’s why RenovAction technology has been chosen by Swimming
Federations throughout the world for some of their most important
competitions; as an example, the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games. For
competition swimming pools, the Renovaction system and accessories
have been developed to meet even F.I.N.A. regulations for international
competitions, without compromising safety and quality.
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Bulkhead

Movable floor

Air safety cushion

The bulkhead allows for various activities
to take place in the pool at the same time.
The structure consists of stainless steel
or composites, square section beams,
covered with special anti-slip ABS flow
through grating which allows for 15% gap
or flow through which assist in moving
the bulkhead by offering less resistance.
Moving the bulkhead is achieved through
two stainless steel flywheels (patented
by Myrtha Pools) positioned at each end
of the bulkhead and a patented doublechained reduction gear can be used to
further assist movement or a patented
motorized system.

The movable floor allows the use of one
swimming pool for several activities:
competitions, baby swim, aqua dance,
disabled/remedial activity, swimming
instruction, diving, activities that require
different levels of water depth.

The system includes a high pressure
compressor, with a large capacity air tank
which regulates the released air through a
series of spargers in the floor of the pool.
It produces an air cushion that allows
the diver to practice the most difficult of
dives without risk of serious injury when
entering the water.
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Removable
headwalls
Regulations require competition pools to
have headwalls 30 cm higher than the
water level, at the start and turning ends
of the pool. For this purpose, Myrtha Pools
have developed a removable headwall,
with a composites structure, covered by
an anti-slip ABS grating. The big advantage
of this system is that it allows the pool to
be built with an overflow gutter on all four
sides while providing an ideal support for
the electronic timing touch pads, starting
blocks and lane line anchors.

THE COMPETITION
10 LANE POOL

The pool measures 51x25x2 m. Initially 50 m long, it
was lengthened to include a movable bulkhead. To
accommodate the movable bulkhead one end of the
pool had to demolished and replaced with Myrtha
panels. The pool has three overflow sides and an end
with a ceramic competition headwall. It is equipped
with a movable bulkhead, 8 sets of recessed steps,
starting blocks, mosaic lane markings, plastic mosaic
targets and Ceramic 2 style Myrtha gutters.

PHASE 1

1

CASE HISTORIES

THE PROJECT
Challenge Stadium Aquatic Centre has played host to numerous
outstanding international sporting events including the 6th and
8th FINA World Championships in 1991 and in 1998. Never before
in the history of the event has a city hosted this prestigious event
twice. Challenge Stadium has world class swimming facilities: one
50 m 8 lane indoor swimming pool, an indoor diving/water polo
pool, two 50 m outdoor swimming pools and an outdoor water

CHALLENGE
STADIUM PERTH

THE WARM-UP 8 LANE POOL
It measures 50x21 m, with depth variable from 2
to 3 m. It incorporates a ceramic 2 style overflow
gutter on the long sides, and ceramic competition
headwalls on the pool ends. It is equipped with
protruding steps, 4 sets of recessed steps, starting
blocks, ceramic mosaic lane markings on the floor
and plastic mosaic targets on the pool end walls.

PHASE 1
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PHASE 2

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

polo pool, built by Myrtha Pools in 1996 for the Water Polo
competitions of the 8th FINA World Championships held in
1998. In 2007 the management of the centre has chosen to
incorporate RenovAction for the renovation of two 50 m
outdoor pools in preparation of the 2008 FINA Swimming
Master World Championships.
From a comparative study (available on application) carried
out on the pools of the Challenge, it has emerged, in fact,

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

PHASE 4

that the maintenance of a concrete pool is more complex
and onerous with regard to the one of a Myrtha pool. The
Myrtha pool built in 1996 has not undergone any maintenance until 2003, and at this time it was only low value
minor maintenance. Yet the indoor concrete tiled 50m pools, after only 9 years of operation, have required the total
replacement of the ceramic tiles along with major water
proofing repairs.

PHASE 5
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PHASE 5

THE CONSTRUCTION
The renovation works of the pools were started in September
2007 and each pool took only few weeks start to finish, with the
8 lane 50m finished late October and the 10 lane 50m finished
in late December.

PHASE 6

THE PROJECT

Ying Tung Natatorium at the Beijing Olympic was a major subject of focus for the Olympic
competition venue renovation projects. The natatorium showed signs of aging due to its
continuous use since being built nearly 20 years ago. The natatorium was the main venue for swimming in the 1990 Asian Games.
After years, cracks in the pools and leakage had become a severe problem that meant
the facilities were far short of competition standards.
However, completely replacing the pools would have been costly and time consuming.
The option of removing the pools and adding reinforcements would not have guaranteed
a permanent result anyway.
The preference of the Olympic Committee and of the people in charge of the project
thereby selected to use RenovAction. The renovation of the pool with RenovAction involved minimal interventions on the old structure, with a marked saving in time and
resources.

2

CASE HISTORIES

BEIJING 2008,
OLYMPIC GAMES

PHASE 1
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PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

PHASE 5

THE CONSTRUCTION
Only a few months after the beginning of the works,
the pool was officially inaugurated on September
2007 for the first important international competition:
the 2007 World Cup of Modern Pentathlon and it was
ready to host the water polo and modern pentathlon

PHASE 6

competitions for 2008 Olympic Games. The swimming
pool is a 50x25x3 m with ceramic overflow gutter on
all sides, removable headwalls, 6 underwater windows,
4 recessed treads and mosaic marking lines.

PHASE 7
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3

CASE HISTORIES

BIRRONG SWIM
CENTER

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

The Birrong Swimming Center 50 m outdoor pool before
the refurbishment with RenovAction.

The components necessary for the renovation are packed, marked
and positioned inside the pool, for easy handling and distribution
to the installation positions.

THE PROJECT

Birrong Swim Centre is a popular swimming Centre in Sydney, Australia. In the centre there
are two pools, a 50 m outdoor pool, completely renovated in 2007 using RenovAction
technology. The 50 m outdoor reinforced concrete tiled pool had been unusable for a
long period of time. The general pool condition included leaking pipes and failed water
stop-joints, uneven flow into the overflow channel and damaged lighting systems. A
major renovation was required. Myrtha Pools Renovaction technology was selected for
the complete refurbishment of the old failed concrete pool. A combination of Myrtha
Technology and RenovAction was used. The width of the pool was reduced which allowed
for a disabled creating a blind area along the side walls. Furthermore, this solution allowed
for easy installation of the side wall Strahlenturbulenz inlets circulation system and lighting
systems.
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PHASE 3

PHASE 4

PHASE 5

The installation of the Myrtha components starts from the side
with the ramp for the disabled. This side is totally built with
Myrtha Technology and it is adjusted according to the width of
the ramp. After the installation of the base frame, the panels are
fixed to the existing wall.

After having completed the installation of the panels, the
overflow channel is positioned and fixed in place.

Then the Renovaction panels are installed directly onto the walls
of the other three sides of the pool. Between the Renovaction
panels and the concrete pool wall, vertical strips made of an
insulating material are installed to allow for any imperfections in
the concrete wall.

PHASE 6

PHASE 7

Floor membrane lining and installation of mosaic lane markings.

THE CONSTRUCTION
The swimming pool is a 50x21x3 m with ceramic overflow gutter on long sides and ceramic competition headwalls on short sides,
5 recessed step treads, disabled ramp and mosaic marking lines on the floor.
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THE PROJECT

4

CASE HISTORIES

CENTRE NAUTIQUE
LE KREMLIN-BICETRE

Built in the middle of the Sixties, the municipal pool of Le Kremlin-Bicêtre, important
town situated a few kilometres from Paris, was closed in 1999 for safety reasons.
After more than 30 years of activity, the facilities of the centre and the pool were
exceedingly exploited and obsolete, to the extent that their use could present a
problem for the users. The introduction of new standards and new hygiene and
safety regulations made the renewal of the centre and of its sports facilities
necessary. In particular, the pool did not answer the needs of the users, both the
ones residing at Kremlin-Bicêtre, and the ones of the nearby cities of Arcueil and
Gentilly, users of the facility too.

After years of projects, studies and searches for financial support, the refurbishment of
the centre was finally started in 2006. The renovation of the pool began a few months
before the centre reopened, in November 2008.

THE CONSTRUCTION

The pool, renovated with RenovAction technology, is a 50x20 m one, with variable
depth, from 0.80 m up to 4.20 m in the area designed for diving. The pool is furthermore
equipped with new system of movable bulkhead, anchored at the wall, the so-called
“aileron mobile” (movable aileron), that divides it into “modules” designed for the
various activities.
The project now accomodates the needs of the various swimming and sports clubs. It
offers interesting and diversified activities and services, and it hosts various swimming
competitions, thanks to its reception capacity of more than 600 spectators.
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PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

PHASE 5

PHASE 6
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